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PRODUC T OVERVIEW

Use Your Data, Intelligently
Timely, accurate, and consistent identification of patients,
their records, and their providers is essential for effective
patient and provider collaboration. In today’s value-based
reimbursement models, the mantra is “get meaningful access to all
relevant data.” And we’ve heard that a ‘one size fits all’ software
platform comes up a little short when trying to assemble complete
and accurate information from the extended healthcare landscape.
Electronic Medical Record participation has peaked, and true interoperability is still a struggle for many organizations. Current EMR
technology is limited in its ability to identify, match and consolidate
patient and provider records within a single organization or a
network of stakeholders.
Even single-vendor environments, with their integrated modules,
have information gaps, interoperability difficulties, and duplicate
and mismatched records that hamper the creation of a clear and
confident map of a patient’s journey.

Liberate, Empower, Transform
NextGate's iDAS (Intelligent Data Aggregation Server) identifies,
aggregates, and supplies relevant, scrutinized data content to
collaborators so they no longer waste time searching through
multiple screens or systems. iDAS enables an organization to drive
business efficiencies by eliminating multiple patient records, capture
lost revenue through enhanced care transition and event notification,
and boost care quality and satisfaction with accurate data collection
and reporting.

LINK, ORGANIZE & SHARE
ENTERPRISE DATA
Comprehensive
patient view
Define patient-provider
& provider-organization
relationships
Automatic & dynamic
care team mapping
Consent management
at document level
Exchange longitudinal
health record
Enable bi-directional
data flow through the
enterprise via NGMS
Enable clinical event
notifications

The iDAS platform uses social network technology to automatically
link, organize, and aggregate enterprise information into useable and
insightful information.
This platform monitors existing message traffic through NextGate's
integration layer and builds panoramic "views" of patient data
and events. iDAS allows an enterprise to harness data relationships to answer basic yet challenging questions such as who is on
the patient's care team, where do I send the patient's critical test
results, who is the patient's PCP?
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Provide greater insights into the relationships of your data

Intelligent Data Aggregation Server

Disconnected
Data Sources

Master Identity &
Create Relationships

Combined data for
your applications

Features
 Common patient identifier for accurate
data exchange built on #1 KLAS rated EMPI
 Improves data quality, accuracy
and consistency

 Supports data governance initiatives
 IHE compliant for enterprise interoperability
framework
 Differentiate between relationships within data sets

People, Places, Events, Relationships
iDAS allows healthcare organizations to aggregate data currently housed in multiple silos be it EMRs,
HIS, or the like. The principle is that data should be organized intelligently around the people, places and
events that it relates to. Sophisticated relationship engine technology, like that used in social networking
applications, correlates relevant data elements to each other and assembles a cross platform view of your
enterprise information.

ABOUT
NextGate uses its market leading expertise in patient and provider identification to connect the healthcare ecosystem by
accurately identifying and linking patient and provider data. NextGate's EMPI technology, rated No. 1 by KLAS, is deployed by
the nation's most successful healthcare systems and health information exchanges to manage more than 175 million lives. This
technology helps organizations deliver higher quality, better care coordination and greater business and clinical efficiencies.
To learn more, visit NextGate.com
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